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The Ghost Inside - Searching For Solace Tour

Sonstiges

The Ghost Inside Announce "Searching For Solace European Tour" in October and
November This Year

The Ghost Inside has announced European Tour in support of their forthcoming
album ‘Searching For Solace.’ The three-week tour is scheduled to begin on October
18th in Paris and will include dates in Germany, Belgium, The Netherlands Austria
and more. Please see below for the full list of dates.

The band's sixth album 'Searching For Solace,' is set for digital release on April 19th,
followed by the LP/CD release on June 7th. The album provides a comprehensive
portrayal of the band's history, current state, and future, encapsulating the highs
and lows of their journey. It arrives at a pivotal moment in The Ghost Inside's lives.
Nearly a decade after the devastating bus crash that altered their path forever,
vocalist Jonathan Vigil, guitarists Zach Johnson and Chris Davis, bassist Jim Riley,
and drummer Andrew Tkaczyk have gained a profound understanding of inner
peace. Embracing the notion that "it's the journey, not the destination," this theme
is intricately woven throughout album.

Merging metalcore’s proficiency with punk’s urgency, Searching For Solace features
production from Dan Braunstein (Spiritbox, Dayseeker) who took the reins on most
of the record, with other tracks handled by Cody Quistad (Wage War), Carson
Slovak and Grant McFarland (August Burns Red, Bloodywood). Building a bridge
between more aggressive sounds and thoughtful messaging, the album boasts
the most fundamental elements of The Ghost Inside: honesty, vulnerability, the
message, and the melody. Unafraid to embrace darker themes and expanded sonic
landscapes, Searching for Solace is a quintessential entry to The Ghost Inside’s
catalog.
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Preisinformationen:
ab 52,00 €

Preisinformationen:
ab 52,00 €

Termine:
Samstag, 26.10.2024, 19:30 Uhr

Link zum Kartenverkauf:
Link zum Kartenverkauf ( https://www.koelnticket.de/eventseries/3620857?
affiliate=5TO )


